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1 - MEETING THE CLASS

Getting to know the class: textbooks, tests, teaching method, organization 
of students' notebooks; game: Who's your teacher?   
Entry test + correction 

2

2 - Gateway to the world B1: Unity 1: Happy families

Vocabulary: ages and stages of life, family ties, words connected with the 
family, -ment, -ion-, -ence noun suffixes 2

Reading: Is “sharenting” a good or bad thing?  
Reading strategies: skimming and scanning 
Reading p. 7

1

Speaking: presenting students’ family trees; ageism (speaking 1, 2 p. 10) 2

Grammar: Present simple and present continuous: formation and use, 
contrast, spelling rules, time expressions and position, state verbs; zero/
definite/indefinite articles, Penny Lane: gap filling with articles, articles 
board game 

4

Listening: Attitudes to the young and old (video watching) p. 10, arguments 
between parents and children p. 12 1

Writing: B1 informal letters/emails 1

3 - Unit 2: Law and order

Listening: video watching: Sherlock Holmes (comprehension + vocabulary); 
pp. 22, 24, 26; “Last Christmas”: gap filling + questions 4

Grammar: past simple of to be, past simple of regular/irregular verbs: 
formation and use; past continuous: formation and use; when/while in past 
sentences (PPT); used to vs past simple; crossword with irregular verbs

4

Vocabulary: crimes and criminals, phrasal verbs connected with 
investigating and finding 2

4 - Unit 3: Plurilingual

Grammar: countable/uncountable nouns; video watching: list the 
uncountable nouns and make them countable; quantifiers: some, any, no; 
translation of “molto”, “poco”, “troppo”, “abbastanza”; defining and non-
defining relative clauses (handout)

6

Reading: text p. 33; expansion: deciphering the acronyms and 
abbreviations of a teen letter and writing your own letter 1
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Speaking: 5 minute presentations on suggested topics: structure, useful 
language, tips to give a wow presentation; different ways of communicating 3

Vocabulary: countries, languages, nationalities; collocations with do/make; 
word formation: negative prefixes (+ vocabulary extension WB); phrasal 
verbs. 
Valentine's day: pair work: phrasal verbs related to relationships, make up 
a story using pics (writing), animated movie: “Extinguished". Padlet wall 
with love quotes.

3

Listening pp. 36, 38, 40 2

Writing: articles: structure and useful language 1

5 - Unit 4: Take care!

Vocabulary: parts of the body; at the doctor’s: role plays; crossword about 
illnesses/health; -ed / -ing adjectives; “Gifted” (movie watching) 3

Grammar: the present perfect: life experience (pair activity + the wheel of 
names for questions: have you ever…?); present perfect with ever/never, 
already, yet/not yet, just, still; present perfect with for/since

4

Reading: pp. 44, p. 45 (comprehension + vocabulary) 1

Listening: p. 48: your health, your responsability; p. 49 (quiz) 2

6 - Unit 5: Screen time

Vocabulary: talking about TV series; filling in a survey to express likes/
dislikes about TV series; -ed/-ing adjectives 
Project: Watching epidode 1, season 1 of “Stranger Things” (best-rated TV 
series); questions on E1, S1 Stranger Things; pair work: personal questions 
+ discussion; features of a good Pet article; linking words (handout); pair 
work: writing an article and testing ChatGPT; limits of an AI tool

5

Writing: B1 article about TV series: structure, linking words, vocabulary 2

Reading: text p. 59 1

7 - New Grammar Files

Present simple pp. 84, 85; Avverbi ed espressioni di frequenza p. 88; uso di 
do/does nelle wh-questions p.90; espressioni idiomatiche con have p. 94; 
present continuous - forma in -ing, variazioni ortografiche pp. 104/105; 
verbi di stato, verbi di azione pp. 108/109; aggettivi e pronomi possessivi 
pp. 58, 64; genitivo sassone e doppio genitivo pp. 60/61; aggettivi e 
pronomi dimostrativi p. 36

4

Vocabulary: “Crimes and Criminals” p. 592 + exercises; Health, illnesses, 
diseases and injuries p. 586 + exercises 2

8 - Civic Education

Tribute to Elisabeth II: video watching, listening, vocabulary, speaking, oral 
tests. 2

9 - Reading for Pleasure: The Clean Cat; Murders in the Rue Morgue 2

10 - Progetto: lettura animata di “Romeo and Juliet” (Teatro delle Due); 
plot of the play
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11 - Lettorato: 5 lezioni: speaking and writing activities 5

Verifiche scritte: 7 verifiche di tipologia varia: grammar, vocabulary, Pet 
mock tests (reading, use of English, listening, speaking) 7
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